
Global Medical Response & Support
KINETIC GLOBAL HAS REINVENTED MEDICAL RESPONSE WITH AN INNOVATIVE, 
STREAMLINED SOLUTION. 

Kinetic Global’s redundant Global Security Operations Centers are staffed 24/7 with 
medical and security personnel to advise you and your travelers worldwide.

Kinetic Global puts the care of your employees first at all times, offering direct access to our 
team of trained trauma doctors where you can receive telemedicine and then be 
directed to the closest medical facility (if necessary) where we will assert medical 
continuity. Kinetic Global understands how crucial it is to get medical attention quickly and 
efficiently. 

Kinetic’s portal includes all services you need to safeguard your team. Kinetic 
Global’s Medical Response and Support provide rescue and evacuation services when 
travelers become injured or sick (including COVID-19) or their safety is threatened.
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Percent of Feature 
Coverage Among 
Competitors

Kinetic Global  |  100%

Everbridge  |  7%

Onsolve  |  0%

Alert Media  |  0%

100%:
Fully featured

7%

0%

0%

Depending on your requirements and global footprint, different levels of Global 
Medical Response & Support are available:

ظ  Decision analysis and support from our expert staff.

ظ  Advisory and assistance via phone and email from paramedics, 

nurses, physicians, and more.

ظ  24×7 access to medical response teams (including emergency action 

planning, training, support, and guidance) anywhere in the world.

ظ  Deployable medical personnel and former military special operations 

personnel provide a boots-on-the-ground response for large-scale 

medical and security evacuations and extractions.
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GET STARTED WITH KINETIC GLOBAL

CALL US
(858)633-3997

EMAIL US
info@kineticglobal.com

Make the switch today!
Our dedicated team of migration experts make getting up 

and running with Kinetic Global’s all-in-one native  platform 

simple, painless, and quick.

Contact us and bring a new era of proactive 
protection to your organization today!

Feature Everbridge Onsolve Alert Media Kinetic Global

Integrated within Kinetic Global's 
unified Critical Event Management 
platform

Reverse GEO- code connects 
with you with the closest medical 
facilities

Global Security Operations Centers 
are staffed 24/7 with medical 
professionals

Rescue and evacuation services 
available in emergencies

24/7 Access to Medical Response 
teams

Boots-on-the-ground response

Direct access to doctors = no nurses
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